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As the CEO, you just got out of a leadership meeting with your spiel on the introduction of 
OKRs. You have your messaging crystal on ‘Why OKRs?’, sign up for an OKR Coach, 
subscribe to an OKR platform, and BAM!!! Now you face the next big decision ‘Who should 
your pilot team be?’

You polarize towards zoning on Sales & Marketing or maybe even Operations - high 
objectivity in these roles draws your attention , but then, u get a suggestion, how about, 
Product and Engineering teams? Mmmmmmm am not sure, this might be hard , you think 
to yourself. So why does it seem such a daunting task to pilot OKRs with your Product & 
Engineering Team? 

Is it because your P&E Teams are already onto Agile Methodology and consider OKRs just 
another shining penny? Or maybe they feel they already have a lot on their plate and this is 
yet another in their to-do list?

Whatever the reasons be, the reality is that OKRs help Product teams bridge the much 
needed gap between Product Strategy & Roadmaps. And Product Strategies should 
always reflect the key elements of your overall company strategy. In reality, we come 
across product roadmaps which have very blurred linkage to product strategy & company 
strategy.

Now hold your breath! Research indicates that the cost of 
misalignment at strategic levels can cost up to 25% of the revenues!
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This number only indicates the direct financial impact, whereas the hidden costs are much 
more than can be quantified. Misalignment creates confusion when the outcomes aren't 
clear, or if the focus keeps changing. Most commonly, it results in conflicting goals, which 
decrease internal resources and create frustration in turn hindering progress.

A Thoughtworks study indicates that despite having the best 
product ideas and strong product market fit, 70-90% of product 
teams fall short of achieving their product vision

Reality check: 
Contrary to popular belief, showcasing the value OKRs can bring to Product & Engineering 
teams is less of a problem than actually getting the implementation and cadence right. 
Because, every organization today, irrespective of the industry, is tech enabled and can 
showcase the value of critical thinking frameworks easily, however, the challenge begins 
when you really need to unleash the true potential of this super efficient framework.

Need to learn more on OKRs and how it works? Here’s your super quick guide.
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Do you recall this scene from the Charlie Chaplin Movie ‘Modern 
Times’ where everyone just focused on rolling out parts / 
features in a factory led approach? Has the thought ever 
occurred to you that just rolling out features without knowing 
the real impact is not just counterproductive to your teams'  
morale but also to what you want to collectively achieve as a 
company? Today, people no longer want to just look busy, 
switching from one project to another without evaluating the 
real impact of what they do.So? Wasn’t this something that the 
Agile model of development focused on?   
   

Absolutely! OKRs are not very far from the agile model of development 
which encourages collaborative working, clearing roadblocks, regular 
check-ins, and having shorter development cycles. But then, as we all 
know, Agile Frameworks are all about enabling execution and OKRs are 
about enabling Outcomes. 

Use OKRs to tell your teams what needs to be done and let them come up 
with solutions on how they would do it and what impact it would create to 
the customers/ end users. 

OKRs are a great 
way to help Product 
& Engineering 
teams establish a 
connection between 
Product roadmaps 
and business value.

Source:https://makeagif.com/i/p6id2m
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One thing that gives P&E teams the much needed adrenaline rush 
is experimentation; however, if it turns out to be a poorly managed change 
request project, it may work otherwise, causing heartburns and frustration. 
Here are a few common issues, engineering teams often come across:

Frequency of Change
P&E teams need time to think and design. High frequency of change 
requests results in faulty end results because of many unplanned 
scenarios thrown at them with limited time to analyze and experiment.

Direction and nature of change
Adhoc requests sometimes make rowing in the same direction super 
difficult. If business calls out everything on fire, you can pretty much be 
assured that nothing will get done. Here's a quick read on prioritizing 
what really matters.

Lack of tools & resources
Often it’s the same team members, doing it all, which puts immense 
pressure and constraints on the speed and quality of features in 
production, thereby impacting product stability. 

Why are OKRs the critical missing link for P&E Teams?

“Never tell people how 
to do things. Tell them 
what to do, and they 
will surprise you with 
their ingenuity.” 

—General George S. Patton, Jr. 
General”
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The challenges of P&E teams are not new, but with OKRs, you can provide the flexibility to
manage these effectively and know "What Really Needs to be Focused Upon".

Here are some top benefits called out by teams which use OKRs.

Benefits of 
using OKRs

Clearly
measure
outcomes

Manage 
ambiguities 
comfortably

Prioritize
better

Encourage 
discipline &
radical focus
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Getting OKRs right for Product & Engineering Teams

1. Understand the ‘Engineering Mindset’

Engineering is all about solving a defined problem, with defined 
constraints. Most times the biggest challenge lies in the definition of the 
problem, whereas constraints are different for business and engineering 
teams. Honestly, this should not really be, because if you look back at the 
genesis “Edison was a businessman and a great engineer”.

If the engineering team cannot be compelled to ask questions in the right 
direction, the engagement and impact can never lead to great products.

2. Bring Customer Value Add Metrics into OKRs

The more your teams focus on outcomes & customer or end user impact, 
the better equipped they are to work with OKRs. Look for problems which 
customers highlight as critical to them or create milestones that are 
measurable in increments that customers actually value.

Knowing the 
thinking makes 
the difference!
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3. Complement your Product Strategy with OKRs
We have themes, epics, user stories and now OKRs!

Start thinking about your product strategy by keeping your customer 
needs at the core. This gives you direction on the impact you want to 
create through your products. Once you have this clarity, stitch the 
outcomes to the impact. Use OKRs as your framework to manage the 
execution and measuring the effectiveness of that strategy.

‘Is OKR an additional meeting on my to dos apart from my sprints?’ is one 
of the most frequently asked questions. Not really. OKRs are not an 
additional meeting. But, yes they do help connect the dots.

Let’s look at the Objective of a team focused on user’s first-time 
experience on an e-commerce website.

KR 1:   Reduce critical bugs found per user per sprint from 15 to 4 

KR 2:   NPS score to increase from 70 to 85

KR 3:   Story points delivered per sprint to increase from 45 to 70  

Objective: Build a stable shopping platform by delivering extremely 
                   smooth customer experience
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Everything on your 
product  roadmap 
should be logically 
aligned to your 
product strategy & 
in turn the company 
strategy.



Metrics / Source of Truth 

Objectives

80%

58%

KR

KR

Plan

Prioritize

Execute

Themes

Epics

User 
Stories Tasks

While having Product & Engineering teams write OKRs, ensure the following: 
      
• Never lose sight of your Product Strategy.    
• Design your OKRs around Themes or Epics rather than on User Stories. 
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        Think about it

• Tasks need not necessarily lead to outcomes.
      
• User Stories do, but they may not demonstrate impact many a times. 
    
• Epics are more likely to be designed around outcomes and connect 
  more to business value (impact).

?



• Ensure epics & user stories have the right business impact, and are well articulated.        
• Encourage teams to think about where they can create the maximum business impact. 

   
4. Encourage Bi-Directional Alignment as a war cry

OKRs should foster communication among teams.  It’s not only about an invitation to 
teams for vertical alignment, but getting teams to converse on how well they could align 
cross functionally as well! 

For instance, if the KR at company level is to Reduce Customer churn from 15% to 10%, it 
may seem like a customer success KR, however, while they may own it, it cannot be

Having coached over 200+ Product & Engineering 
teams, Fitbots conducted a study on the common 
pillars around which teams craft their OKRs: 

OKRs set against these pillars in isolation are the 
perfect recipe for disaster and would not create 
the intended business impact. 

This brings us to the next and very critical element 
of  vertical and Bi-Directional alignment.
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possible without collaboration with Product & Engineering teams. By working towards 
reducing support tickets or launching some WOW features, customer engagement is 
bound to increase thus impacting the churn.

Another great way of driving OKRs, is to share OKRs. For instance, if all teams are to 
reduce Customer churn from 15% to 10%, teams could share this outcome and organize 
their respective task lists.
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Organization

Reduce Customer Churn from 15% to 
10% Owner: Janice

Launch our solution in 2 Geos
Owner: Kim

Increase new customer POCs from 3
to 5 Owner: Sam
 
Increase revenues from SGD 4 Million
to 6M Owner: Alex 

Launch our US Customer acquisition & 
retention strategy to increase revenues 

Reduce customer churn from 15% to 10%
Owner: Stan

Reduce call back time from 10 to 3 minutes
Owner: Jessie

Increase documentation from 30% to 100%
Owners: Janice and Dan

Focus on Customer experience in order
to retain customers 

Linked Objectives: 0                                           Linked KRs: 16 Linked Objectives: 1                                                          Linked KRs: 5

42.5%

56%

34%

68%

94%

80%

82%

100%

63%

Customer Support

+ v

Linked Objectives: 0                                                          Linked KRs: 3

Human Resources+ v

Linked Objectives: 0                                                          Linked KRs: 5

Product and Engineering



5. OKRs and Tech Debt

“OKRs are the north star. In fact a powerful tool in reducing Tech Debt if embraced 
correctly” Zach Ross , OKR Coach and Ex Googler.  Managing Tech Debt and new features 
is always a toss up for teams. 

Check this insightful discussion between by Zach and Fitbots CTO Kashi KS on Managing 
Tech Debt with OKRs.
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1. Schedule time to review tech debt with care about invisible debt & how to address it.

2. Some features may not make sense economically anymore, drop them! 

3. Facilitate a time bound discussion around the most important questions:
    
Why is it not implemented? Is it because it’s not important; Are we not capable? or
What is the impact of accumulating debt?

Here’s a 3 step guide to fostering an effective OKR conversation around 
managing technical debt: 

https://www.fitbots.com/okr-resources-collection/videos
https://www.fitbots.com/okr-resources-collection/videos


Thumb Rules - Do’s and Don’ts for Product & 
Engineering Teams 
Here is a Fitbots guide on Do’s and Don’ts that Product and Engineering teams can keep in 
mind, while rolling out OKRs. 

1. Too many is too much: 

During OKR writing, if you find your Product & Engineering teams set 50 OKRs around 
features ‘ Build feature X, build feature Y’ you could be rest assured that they are not OKRs, 
instead, just a bunch of To-Dos.   

With OKRs , less is always more. Encourage your teams to think about what is most 
important to business in the quarter and the pain that you are trying to resolve.

“Deciding what not to do is as important as 
deciding what to do” - Steve Jobs



2. Your KRs should not become Objectives of your next in line teams. 
  
One of the cardinal principles of OKRs are: ‘OKRs are not a cascade’. That means, your Key 
Results do not automatically become objectives of your teams. If that happens, they would 
have metrics, and remember in OKRs - Objectives have words and not numbers. 

A bottom up way would be to connect and align. Product & Engineering teams should ask
the critical question ‘from where we sit, how do we influence or connect to our Company 
OKRs?’

3. Task Lists are not outcomes

As Product & Engineering teams, focus on business value rather than mundane feature 
lists.

Building a feature is a task. 

Ask yourself as the Product & Engineering team, what exactly would that feature help us 
do? Server Uptime is a business as usual activity. 

If you really build an OKR around this, how would it really move the needle for the 
business?
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Conclusion

OKRs are a prioritization and critical thinking framework that must call out business value. 
Connecting the dots between Product Strategy & Product roadmaps using OKRs, helps in  
building great muscle and confidence in your P&E teams. Focus on reducing adhocism 
and inspiring teams towards creating the right impact.
   
For expert consultation on OKRs, drop us a line at richa@fitbots.com or fred@fitbots.com 
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